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SmartZone controls and monitors  
the use of powered access

The SmartZone card reader system improves safety and 
security for contractors and operators of Mobile Elevating 
Work Platforms (MEWPs) by controlling access to the 
machines. Launched in association with Infobric, the 
system provides innovative features:

The potential for 
SmartZone is endless… 

Contractors have full control over 
who operates MEWPs on site. This 
means that only those people who have 
received accredited operator training 
for the specific machine type in question 
are able to operate that machine.

To unlock the machine, the operator 
swipes an IPAF ‘Smart’ PAL Card (or 
other approved Smart Card) across the 
unit. In a further safety measure, there 
is an option to prevent use until the 
operator has confirmed that the pre-use 
inspection check is complete.

Main contractors and sub contractors 
can provide sole access or multi user access 
by designating who they want to operate 
a particular machine and at what times.

SmartZone provides a visible audit 
trail of machine usage, making sharing 
easy to organise. Not only does the 
system show who has used a machine 
but it also shows who may have tried to 
use it without authorisation.

The system enables contractors 
to save money by identifying which 
machines are being utilised and at 
what times of the day or week, thereby 
potentially reducing the overall number 
of machines on a site at any one time.
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SmartZone evolution 

  By using SmartZone and making optimum use of their machine hire, 

contractors will be able to hire fewer machines and will also have less downtime, 

as well as reduced transport costs and damage charges. 

  After taking into account the cost of hiring the SmartZone system, 

we estimate that contractors’ will still make savings of over 20% on their overall 

hire costs.

  During field trials contractors told us that one of the most exciting aspect of 

this system is that when they leave a machine overnight or during a weekend,  

they know that no-one else will be using it.

  Innovative thinking has enabled us to ensure that control boxes that don’t 

have SmartZone fitted will not operate our machines.

 

SmartZone benefits  

  Ensuring operators are safe and secure

  Full audit trails of machine use and operators

  Locks and unlocks from the operators smart card

  Flexible multiple or single user access

  Will not work with alternative machine control boxes

CE marking is a mandatory safety  
conformity mark for products placed on the  
market in the European Economic Area

Working with IPAF to improve operator safety

Robust, vandal and weatherproof control unit

Simple user friendly operation

Visit: workzone-range.com
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